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The 3 main key issues include: - 
 
1. UNI-FLY operating within a similar area - They commented that segments A and B would be of concern as they fall adjacent to low level 

routings that they use to operate around Humber Coastal Wind Farm. They requested that Flylogix operate from a location further 
north.  

2. CHC provided comment that they would need to cross the TDA between 1500’ and 3000’ and highlighted that they fly to Cygnus from 
Norwich. They asked whether Anglia Radar was able to deconflict from the Flylogix operations as they have previously been unable to 
gain a clearance from NATS. They stated that they believed that this was due to NATS being unable to verify the transponder code. 

  
3. Bristow Search and Rescue had no objections to the proposal but sought clarification as to the process should they require access in the 

event of a SAR mission.  An email response was sent to confirm that Anglia Radar will be providing the DACS for the area of operations. 
Anglia Radar will provide a contact number to JRCC-AR so that arrangements can be made for the required crossing/entry into the TDA. 

 
The proposal didn’t change following on from the above feedback however Flylogix agreed to the following: - 

 
• To continue to liaise with UNI-FLY and CHC and Anglia Radar regarding the promulgation of planning flying activity to deconflict where 

possible and/or necessary. 
• To contact Anglia Radar by telephone or email to confirm they can provide a Danger Area Crossing Service before issuing a NOTAM to 

activate the TDA.  
• To ensure that the appropriate contact details are in place between Bristow, Flylogix and Anglia Radar prior to operations 

commencing and ensure that all stakeholders identified are furnished with the information.   
Other issues raised include; 

• UKFSC suggested a single TDA with additional spurs. They also commented that they thought that the volume of airspace, especially 
with regards to 4nm width to be greater than necessary for the platform. Comments raised were discussed with Flylogix and Anglia 
Radar. It was reiterated that the TDA design was based on the Flylogix TDA design policy and had been based on previous iteration of 
the TDA design of the same location and dimensions which had worked well in terms of activation, promulgation, and flexibility in 
terms of activating only what is necessary.  

• 2Excel sought clarification for notification for changes to planned activity or leaving the area should there be a conflicting SAR event. 
Flylogix confirmed that in the event of SAR activity in the area liaison between Anglia Radar and Flylogix will take place and Flylogix 
will vacate the required area as a matter of priority. The contact details will be published on AIC and the details will be promulgated 
on the NOTAM.  








